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ABSTRACT 
 
Norfolk Southern (NS) Bridge M-275.70 over Randall Creek in Columbus, GA is a three-span deck plate 
girder bridge with masonry abutments supported on timber piles and two masonry piers bearing on 
spread footings. On May 23, 2018, following a localized storm event, NS’ storm patrol discovered pier 1 
washed away and the adjacent east abutment’s timber piles exposed. In addition, span 1 a 30’-0” DPG 
span and span 2 a 71’-6” DPG span were suspended, pinched together in midair; approximately 120 tons 
of steel suspended without a pier for support. Emergency mobilization of Scott Bridge Company for 
construction services and retainage of STV for engineering services was issued by NS. As the water 
receded, 5,000 tons of rock was installed from the east abutment extending into the creek to and slightly 
beyond the missing pier location. On this island of rock, 36 steel crane matts, 5’x14”x30’, were stacked 
providing a temporary support replacing pier 1, un-pinching the spans. As emergency support installation 
was being developed and installed, a final design including means, method, material, capacity and 
location was being developed in conjunction. On May 27, 2018, the first train operated over the temporary 
support and construction of the permanent pier began. Two six-foot diameter drilled shafts were installed 
supporting a steel cross cap. On July 19, 2018, the new permanent pier became operational. The paper 
features the evolving emergency temporary support design and construction, while considering the 
permanent pier design and construction, all taking place beneath 120 tons of steel precariously 
suspended. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Norfolk Southern (NS) Bridge M-275.70 is a three-span deck plate girder (DPG) over Randall Creek in 
Columbus, GA. The bridge was re-built in 1923. The abutments are cast-in-place concrete on timber 
driven pile and the two piers are cast-in-place concrete on the existing masonry spread footer. Before the 
re-build in 1923, foundation investigations were performed on June 25, 1922. Investigation at the east 
pier/pier 1 revealed bedrock at a depth of 12’-3” below ground level. From ground level to bedrock were 
the following layers: 4’-3” layer of clay, 3’-2” layer of black loamy sand, 2’-2” layer of small stone 1” to 4” 
with coarse dark gray filler with the appearance of crushed granite, 2’-8” layer of large boulders. 
 
The east abutment is cast-in-place concrete founded on three rows of driven pile, for a total of 29 timber 
pile. Span 1 is a 22 ton 30’-0” DPG, girder depth five feet. Span 1’s east end bears on the east abutment 
and the west end bears on a chair attached to the east end of span 2. Span 2 is a 53 ton 71’-6” DPG, 
girder depth 7’-6”. Span 2’s east end bears on pier 1 and the west end bears on pier 2. Span 3 is a 41’-0” 
DPG whose east end bears on a cantilever seat attached to the west end of span 2. Pier 1 is 52 cubic 
yards of cast-in-place concrete on a masonry block wall, 16 feet in height by six feet wide. Pier 1 is cast 
on an existing stone masonry wall that is 16 feet in height by six feet wide for a length of 64 feet per the 
1923 plan. The bridge tie deck (bridge ties, guard timber, hookbolts, spikes, tie plates, lags) was installed 
in 2007. The weight of the continuous rail and bridge tie deck on both spans plus span 1 and span 2 is 
120 tons. 
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Figure 1: 1923 Plan View of NS Bridge M-275.70 

 
120 feet upstream of NS Bridge M-275.70 is a triple 10 foot by 11 foot concrete box culvert, connected 
side by side, conveying Randall Creek under US-80; from the road surface to the invert is a 27 foot 
embankment. 

 

  
Figure 2: Image of US-80, NS Bridge M-275.70, and Randall Creek & Photograph of NS Bridge M-275.70 

taken from West Abutment looking towards the East Abutment on 10-27-17 



 
Figure 3: 1923 Plan of East Abutment and Pier 1 for NS Bridge M-275.70 



STORM EVENT 
 
On Wednesday, May 23, 2018 a storm event occurred near Columbus, GA, which generated six inches of 
average rainfall throughout the Randall Creek watershed over a 12-hour period. The event was between 
a 25-yr and 50-yr rainfall event.  However, since additional rainfall preceded that storm in the days prior, 
saturating the ground, the resulting flood event (4,272-cfs) was a 70-yr runoff event. All event information 
is taken from the hydrologic and hydraulics investigation conducted by Hanson Professional Services’ 
Brian Wozniak, PE, CFM, unpublished date August 17, 2018. 
 
Per NS procedure, trains were stopped and a storm inspection was conducted at track level on all 
affected line segments. The track inspector, conducting the inspection, noted a significant track elevation 
loss at NS Bridge M-275.70 and immediately notified the bridge supervisor. The bridge supervisor 
conducted an inspection of the bridge revealing pier 1 missing and the embankment eroded, exposing the 
timber piling for the east abutment. Span 1 and span 2 remained suspended in place. Bridge M-275.70 
was deemed unsafe for rail traffic and taken out-of-service. The bridge office was notified and emergency 
response was initiated. 

 

  
Figure4: ok 

Figure 4: Photographs of NS Bridge M-275.70 on May 23, 2018 
 
After the floodwaters receded, NS forces reported visual debris at the upstream culvert inlet, as well as 
miscellaneous debris suspended in the trees at the height of the roadway pavement (elevation 403-ft) of 
the US-80 triple box culvert. The inlet to the US-80 triple box culvert more than likely was partially blocked 
during the flood event.  The volume of water required to reach elevation 403-ft is approximately 1,917 
acre-feet. This is equal to 624,647,000 gallons. 
 
EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
 
NS’ emergency response team consisted of the bridge office and field supervision. The bridge office is led 
by the Chief Engineer Bridges and Structures with a supporting staff consisting of the Assistant Chief 
Engineer Bridges and Structures, Regional Engineer Structures, and Engineer Structures. The bridge 
office is responsible for the development and design of the temporary support and new permanent pier, 
financial tracking and accountability, record documentation, and managerial updates throughout 
emergency response. Field supervision is led by the Chief Engineer Line Maintenance with a supporting 
supervisor staff consisting of the Assistant Chief Engineer MW&S, Division Engineer, Assistant Division 
Engineer and Bridge Supervisor. Reporting to the Bridge Supervisor are agreement Bridge Department 
employees. Field supervision is responsible for the safety and construction of site access, temporary 



support and new permanent pier, and interdepartmental updates throughout emergency response. Field 
supervision implemented alternating 12-hour shifts for personnel until the structure was safely returned to 
operational service. 
 
As the flood waters remained in a turbulent state on Wednesday, May 23rd, the first action item identified 
was to secure spans 1 and 2. Since access from below track level was not available, the possibility of 
using a crane to catch the spans from above was explored. The closest crossing to the east end of the 
bridge is 6.5 miles and to the west end of the bridge is 580 feet; therefore a crane pick would have to be 
attempted from the west abutment. A crane capable of making a 120 ton pick at the east bearing of span 
2, 135 feet away, would need a capacity of 600 tons or greater. NS called a crane supplier who 
immediately sent a representative to the site. The use of a crane to make the pick from the west abutment 
was declared unfeasible due to the risks associated with picking an unstable span for the length and 
weight required. 
 
Securing the spans from above was modified to securing the spans from below and was shifted to second 
on the action item list. Site access to the east abutment became the first action item. Site access was 
identified and permission was received from adjacent property owner to install an access road 230 feet 
across his property from US-80 to the toe of the track slope 340 feet east of the east abutment. Field 
supervision contacted Vulcan Materials Company and requested rock to be delivered to the bridge site. 
Vulcan Materials responded with continual rock delivery to the site until Friday, May 25th. Lindsey 
Contractors and Holden Railroad Construction were contacted and responded with equipment for 
construction. The LC Whitford Company provided light plants. Scott Bridge Company (SBC) was 
contacted and their services were requested to secure the spans from below. STV Inc.’s services were 
retained for structural design. Hanson’s services were retained for permitting and hydrology information. 
G&A Consulting Engineers’ services were retained for onsite construction monitoring of assets.  
Underwater Construction Corporation’s services were retained to inspect the spread footer for pier 2. 
 
Conference calls and emailed project status reports were instituted every six hours until rail traffic was 
returned to service. Onsite job briefings for all members onsite were held at the rotation of each 12-hour 
shift. Calls, emails, texts, updates, briefings and communication meetings were held as conditions 
changed with all involved parties; therefore, there were small meetings constantly among all groups. 
Construction was managed with safety being the first priority; hence no individuals could access under or 
on the suspended spans. A drone could not be used for site inspection due to the bridge being located 
within restricted air space at Fort Benning. 
 
TEMPORARY SUPPORT AND NEW PERMANENT PIER DESIGN 
 
Span 1 and span 2 remained suspended and pinched together above where pier 1 previously supported 
span 2. The top of the spans were in contact, with the bottom of the south girder of span 1 floating above 
the cantilever seat. Existing shims located between the bottom of the north girder of span 1 and the seat 
loosely staying in place. The rail maintained its connection to the bridge ties and the bridge ties to the 
spans. 

 
Figure 5: Photographs of Span 1 and Span 2 Suspended 



 
NS had to quickly achieve the goal to stabilize the suspended spans. A nearby NS project site in Alabama 
had a large stockpile of HP12x53 pile on site. NS therefore started a design for a steel bent incorporating 
the HP12x53 pile which would replace the missing 16 foot tall pier 1. As water level receded, field 
supervision was able to report that the masonry wall which the previous pier 1 had been founded on, was 
also washed away. The stones from the masonry wall were scattered downstream on the east 
embankment. Based on the following details the steel bent design was scrapped: increased height 
requirement of bent, previous foundational material washed away to rock as identified on 1923 plans and 
corings, SBC instead recommended the use of steel crane mats stacked to support suspended spans.  
 
NS’ design team started developing the use of 5’x14”x30’ steel crane mats. SBC was authorized to 
mobilize crane mats to the jobsite and were able to provide 50 crane mats. The initial intent was to stack 
the crane mats under the east end of span 2, providing a replacement at the bearing area of pier 1. NS 
provided all known information to STV for development of a future permanent pier. Due to the rock being 
granite and the elevation of the rock, cored drilled shafts were determined to be the type of new pier. The 
height from the bottom of span 2 to the rock was determined to be 37’-3” based on the 1923 plans. The 
crane mats would need to be stacked like Lincoln logs to provide the support and stability needed for the 
120 tons. Therefore the incorporation of a rock island from the east abutment extending into the creek to 
and slightly beyond the missing pier location, was to be installed. The rock island would reduce the 
required height that must be provided by the crane mats, and bring the working area for the jobsite level 
out of the water. Quickly the stacking geometry of the crane mats was considered for the new permanent 
pier construction. The crane mats would be placed so that they straddled the previous pier 1 
perpendicular to the spans and were directly below the spans in parallel. This provided a future 11’-6” by 
10’-0” construction area for the proposed drilled shafts on each side in between the stacked crane mats. 
The stacked steel crane mats were finalized in a temporary support plan and provided to the field Friday, 
May 25th. 

 

 
Figure 6: Temporary Support Design 

 
On Friday May 25th, the finalization of the temporary support geometry provided the restrictions for the 
new permanent pier design. The constructible area between the crane mats was 11’-6” by 10’-0”; this 
area was all that could be used for a drill rig. STV became the lead designer for the new permanent pier. 
NS requested the use of steel cap over cast-in-place concrete cap for design incorporation. NS directed 
STV to size a steel cap to span between the constructible areas where the vertical components of the pier 



would be installed. The steel cap’s length would be 19’-0” and span 2 would bear in the center of the steel 
cap. 
 
STV calculations required the use of two W36x302 steel beams to make the steel cap. NS contacted 
Littell Steel about the availability of W36x302 steel beams. Due the beam size, there were very few 
available for purchase and a mill rolling would not be available for the beam until the next month. 
Therefore, NS immediately authorized Littell Steel to purchase 50 feet of the W36x302 steel beam on 
Friday, May 25th.  
 
STV began design plans for a four-hole rock socketing H-pile configuration. The four H-piles were 
vertically developed into a steel bent tower under each bearing for the steel cap. Preliminary sketches 
were provided to the field and reviewed for constructability. An onsite meeting with a driller revealed that 
due to the drill rig’s clearances for drilling the holes, a four-hole configuration would not work within the 
constructible area. NS directed STV to scrap the four-hole configuration and start a design for a single 
reinforced concrete drilled shaft for each vertical component of the pier. Incorporating constructible 
clearances, STV designed the final reinforced concrete drilled shafts to be 20’-0” on center with a 66-inch 
diameter above the rock line and a 60-inch diameter rock socket below the rock line. STV’s design team 
worked long hours communicating and incorporating material and design requirements provided by NS. 
The construction plan set was issued on Thursday, May 31st. 
 

 
Figure 7: New Permanent Pier Design 

 
CONSTRUCTION OF TEMPORARY SUPPORT 

 
The project status at 12:00pm on Thursday, May 24th: 

• 1,500 tons of rock placed for access road from US-80 to east abutment. 
• Existing masonry blocks from spread footer being retrieved from the waterway for east abutment 

stabilization. 
• Divers inspected pier 2 and identified one masonry block missing, but completely stable. Divers 

released from site. 
• Vulcan Materials Company hauling all rock to site. 



• SBC conducting traffic control. One lane of US-80 closed for site construction. 
• 165 ton crane assembled onsite, to be used to assemble 275 ton crane. 
• 275 ton crane estimated to arrive onsite at 5:00pm and be assembled by 12:00pm on Friday. 
• Steel crane mats estimated to arrive onsite at 2:00pm. 
 

 
Figure 8: Photographs of Thursday, May 24th 12:00pm Site Condition 

 
The project status at 12:00pm on Friday, May 25th: 

• 3,800 tons of rock placed for access road, crane pad and island of rock. Crane pad at east 
abutment 90% complete. Island of rock is 95% complete. 

• Existing masonry blocks from spread footing installed as east abutment stabilization. 
• Vulcan Materials Company hauling all rock to site.  
• 275 ton crane delayed due to travel permit only allowed during daylight hours. First truck arrived 

onsite at 11:00am. Estimated assembled by 12:00pm on Saturday. 
• 35 steel crane mats onsite. 
• Flash flood warning in effect until 8:00am on Saturday. 

 



 
Figure 9: Photographs of Friday, May 25th 12:00pm Site Condition 

 
The project status at 12:00pm on Saturday, May 26th: 

• 5,000 tons of rock placed for access road, crane pad and island of rock. Crane pad at east 
abutment 100% complete. Island of rock is 100% complete. 

• Vulcan Materials Company completed hauling rock to site. No more available due to weekend 
and holiday shutdown. 

• 275 ton crane assembled and at east abutment crane pad. 165 ton cranes placing crane mats for 
temporary support. 275 ton crane secured span 2. 

• 50 steel crane mats onsite. 
 

 
Figure 10: Photographs of Saturday, May 26th 12:00pm Site Condition 

 
The project status at 12:00pm on Sunday, May 27th: 

• Temporary support complete. 275 crane span 2 support removed. First train across. 
 



 
Figure 11: Photographs of Sunday, May 27th 12:00pm Site Condition 

 
NEW PERMANENT PIER 
 
Scour to the rock island supporting the temporary support became a concern. NS installed a wildlife 
viewing camera directed at the rock island base in the waterway on Saturday, May 26th. The camera 
provided a live feed which could be accessed through a mobile application and was monitored by NS 
personnel until the completion of the new permanent pier. 
 
The bridge was returned to service on Sunday, May 27th, and the jobsite shutdown on Monday, May 28th 
in recognition of Memorial Day. Authorized construction hours were modified from 24-7 to 50 hours per 
week. The new permanent pier design was developed during the implementation of the temporary 
support and the beginning of the new permanent pier construction. NS authorized SBC to mobilize Long 
Foundation Drilling Company, the driller, on Tuesday, May 29th. The construction plan set was issued on 
Thursday, May 31st. 
 
For the two reinforced concrete shafts of the new pier, the driller would need to core through the 40 feet 
of newly installed and compacted rock island. Due to the different rock sizes and the instability on the top 
of the rock island, the core barrel was oversized and stepped downward for installation. Per design and 
rock competency test, the driller installed a 60-inch diameter eight foot deep rock socket. Above the rock 
socket 25 feet of 66-inch casing was drilled per design, then the driller installed a 72-inch casing for 15 
feet and finally a 78-inch casing for the final five feet to the top of rock island. The north shaft took seven 
days to drill and was completed on Friday, June 8th. The drill rig could not pass under the bridge to the 
south side due to the clearance under the spans to the rock island. SBC used the 275 ton crane to pick 
up and move the drill rig to the south side. Drilling of the south shaft was complete on July 5th. The jobsite 
shutdown on Friday, July 6th in recognition of Independence Day.  
 
A concrete mix design of 4,000 psi with fly ash and a thermal control plan was approved for each shaft. 
SBC fabricated the rebar cages onsite. A concrete pour of 42 cubic yards was completed on June 26th for 
the north shaft and on July 11th for the south shaft.  
 
The steel cap was fabricated by Littell Steel. Littell Steel purchased 50 feet of the W36x302 steel beam 
per NS’ direction on Friday, May 25th. The steel cap plan set was issued to Littell Steel on Thursday, May 
31st. The steel cap beam was delivered to the jobsite on July 10th. SBC installed the steel cap beam on 
the drilled shafts on July 16th. The new pier began service on July 20th. 

 



 
Figure 12: Photograph of Pier Construction and Photograph of Completed Pier 

 
After SBC demobilized, NS removed the access road and remediated the adjacent property owner’s land. 
Lindsey Contractors removed the rock island within the waterway and loaded it into rail cars provided by 
NS. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
A storm event removed pier 2 creating a unique construction risk. Methodical construction techniques 
were applied to safely secure the spans which were suspended precariously above the construction site. 
The coordination of NS with multiple contractors, consultants, and material providers designed and 
implemented site access, temporary support, and new pier design simultaneously and safely within one 
week; the pier construction completion followed six weeks later. 
 
On May 25, 2018, $7.3 million was estimated for the total cost of the emergency response, temporary 
support and new permanent pier. On August 17, 2018, the final project cost was $5.95 million; a savings 
of $1.35 million due to project management, communication, efficiencies, innovations and flexibility. NS’ 
customer on this line was able to be serviced within four days of the flood event occurring and NS had a 
new pier in service within two months.  
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NS Bridge M-275.70 in Columbus, GA

Looking West from East Abutment

Looking East from 
West Abutment



NS Bridge M-275.70 in Columbus, GA
Pier 2 Pier 1 East Abutment

1923 Plan View of NS Bridge M-275.70



NS Bridge M-275.70 in Columbus, GA

1923 Plan View of NS Bridge M-275.70 – Pier 1 / East Pier



NS Bridge M-275.70 in Columbus, GA

1923 Plan View of NS Bridge M-275.70 - East Abutment



Storm Event Wednesday May 23, 2018

Six inches of average rainfall throughout Randall Creek
watershed over a 12-hour period.



Storm Event Wednesday May 23, 2018



Emergency Response
Span 1 and span 2 suspended pinched together.
How to access the bridge?
Catch span 2 from above or below?

24-7 
12 Hour shifts

Support method
HP12x53 or
crane mats?



Temporary Support Design



Permanent Pier Design

Steel vs concrete / Pier design / Geometry within temporary support



Permanent Pier Design

Column design / Geotechnical assumptions / Cap design



Emergency Response Wed. May 23rd 6pm
Access Road Clearing  / Span height above creek 40’ / Rock pad required 



Emergency Response
Demolish wall remnants and use masonry stones for stabilization.



Emergency Response
4,000 tons rock ordered. All available trucks in Columbus put in service. 
Traffic control plan for 3000’ permanent lane closure submitted and 
approved by GDOT.



Emergency Response 
Rock hauling and dumping continues around  the clock.



Emergency Response 
50 – 30’x5’ steel crane mats, 9,000 lbs each, stockpiled. Equipment and 
material staging yard set up at top of access road. 



Emergency Response Friday May 25th 11am
275t crane body arrives. Partially assembled on US 80 and walked into 
site under existing power lines.



Emergency Response Friday May 25th 8pm
26 truckloads of crane components required to assemble two cranes.
Rock pad complete and ready for cribbing installation. 275t crane moved 
into position at 11:45pm.



Emergency Response Saturday May 26th 3am
Spans secured at 3am. 160t crane takes position on slope Saturday 
morning.



Emergency Response
Care taken to set five bottom mats to true level and clear of future 
drilled shaft alignment. Transverse mats inserted under spans. Crews 
instructed to remain clear of overhead spans.



Emergency Response
9,000 lb counterweight used to shift steel mat CG 7’ laterally to allow 
lifting rigging to remain clear of overhead structure. Hydraulic jacks used 
for controlled raising of span to original elevations.



Emergency Response
Completed temporary support is 34 mats at a height of ~20’. Shimmed 
under DPG full width of 5’ mat.



Emergency Response
Final track inspection. 3” camber allowed for settlement and cap 
installation clearance.



Emergency Response Tuesday May 29th 9am
First train crosses. Structure is closely monitored during passage.



Permanent Pier Installation 
May 29th – construction began
June 8th - north shaft drilling completed
June 26th - north shaft concrete pour
July 5th - south shaft drilling completed
July 10th – steel cap beam delivered to 

jobsite
July 11th - south shaft concrete pour
July 16th – steel cap beam installed
July 20th – new pier in service



Permanent Pier Installation



Permanent Pier Installation



Permanent Pier Installation



Permanent Pier Installation
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